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What is a learning trajectory?What is a learning trajectory?



Learning Trajectories (LT)Learning Trajectories (LT)

• (How) do LTs promote new understandings?

• (How) do LTs motivate new commitments?

• (How) do LTs inform classroom practice?



How do How do LTsLTs promote new promote new 

understandings?understandings?

Mapping Mathematical Representations

1 Task centric – instructional materials1 Task centric – instructional materials

2 Organization of student products & responses

3 Frameworks that generalize student activity

* Models, tools and strategies are elevated and 

valued as important objects for math reasoning



Children’s MathematicsChildren’s Mathematics

From Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi & Empson (1999). Heinemann.



Cognitively Guided InstructionCognitively Guided Instruction

• Origins in research on how students learn 
arithmetic 

• Examples of student reasoning

• With video focusing mostly on students • With video focusing mostly on students 
doing mathematics

• Significant contribution is a robust 
framework for teachers (and parents!!!) 
that articulates student reasoning 



Children’s MathematicsChildren’s Mathematics

From Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi & Empson (1999).Heinneman.



How do How do LTsLTs promote new promote new 

understandings?understandings?

To what degree do they support teacher 
noticing, observing, and decision making?

Interpretation

Interpretation 

Interpretation 



How do learning trajectories 

motivate new commitments?motivate new commitments?



Knowledge and understanding of 
mathematics is not enough… 

What is the motivation to…What is the motivation to…

– see instructional materials as a resource and 

not a script?

– adapt and possibly design sequences of  

tasks and questions?

– to enact their trajectories with their students?





Consider: Lesson StudyConsider: Lesson Study

� Collaborative planning

� Observation followed by intentional 
revision and improvement revision and improvement 

� Student engagement and learning drives 
analysis of observed acts of teaching 



Perhaps… Perhaps… 

� Teachers’ authentic inquiry motivates how 
they interact with students

� The need to observe and listen to students � The need to observe and listen to students 
motivates the way class is organized

� Confidence in adaptation and design, 
leads to informed instr. decision making



How do learning trajectories 
inform classroom practice?inform classroom practice?



Consider…Consider…

• Learning trajectories help us answer 
several questions:

– What objectives should we establish?– What objectives should we establish?

– Where do we start?

– How do we know where to go next?

– How do we get there?

Doug Clements and Julia Sarama (2004). Learning trajectories in early mathematics: 

Sequences  of acquisition and teaching. 

http://literacyencyclopedia.ca/index.php?fa=items.show&topicId=270





FurtakFurtak (2009). (2009). Formative assessment Formative assessment 

for secondary science teachersfor secondary science teachers

• Formative assessment… consists of three 
steps that can be phrased as questions:

– Where are you going?– Where are you going?

– Where are you now?

– How are you going to get there? (p. 3)



Conjecture:

The design, study and use of 
learning trajectories is the learning trajectories is the 
professional enactment of 
formative assessment



“With my ears to the ground, listening to my 
students, my eyes are focused on the 
mathematical horizon”

- Deborah Ball, 1990



Instructional DilemmaInstructional Dilemma

– Where are you going? (goal)

– Where are you now? (assessment)

– How are you going to get there? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



Instructional DilemmaInstructional Dilemma

• How are you going to get there? 

– One Path: Quickest, most direct, efficient

– Research Base, RME, Student Centered.. 

• So many paths, so little time



Instructional DilemmaInstructional Dilemma

• How are you going to get there? 

– One Path: Quickest, most direct, efficient

Did you really “get there”?Did you really “get there”?

– So many paths, so little time



Instructional DilemmaInstructional Dilemma

• How are you going to get there? 

– One Path: Quickest, most direct, efficient

Did you really “get there”?Did you really “get there”?

– So many paths, so little time

Which path(s) can actually

get you where you need to go?



RMERME--guided path guided path 

van den Heunel-Panhuizen, M. (2009). Keynote presentation at the 2nd 

International RME conference. Boulder, CO. 



Models & Tools Models & Tools 



From: Fuson, Kalchman & Bransford. (2005). Mathematical Understanding: An Introduction. In M. S. Donovan and J. D. Bransford
(Eds.), How Students  Learn: Mathematics in the Classroom (pp 217-256). Washington, DC: National Academy Press. 



From: Fuson, Kalchman & Bransford. (2005). Mathematical Understanding: An Introduction. In M. S. Donovan and J. D. Bransford
(Eds.), How Students  Learn: Mathematics in the Classroom (pp 217-256). Washington, DC: National Academy Press. 



Typology of reasoningTypology of reasoning

1) Formal school math knowledge: words, 
notations, methods 

2) Classroom referential and representational 2) Classroom referential and representational 
supports… meaningful pedagogical referent

3) Everyday, experiential, informal knowledge… 
words and quantities in the real world



Typology of reasoningTypology of reasoning

1) Formal school math knowledge: words, 
notations, methods 

2) Classroom referential and representational 2) Classroom referential and representational 
supports… meaningful pedagogical referent

3) Everyday, experiential, informal knowledge… 
words and quantities in the real world



Progressive FormalizationProgressive Formalization

Formal

Pre-Formal

1/3 + 1/3 = 2/3 

Pre-Formal

Informal



Typology of reasoningTypology of reasoning

1) Formal school math knowledge: words, 
notations, methods 

2) Classroom referential and representational 2) Classroom referential and representational 
supports… meaningful pedagogical referent

3) Everyday, experiential, informal knowledge… 
words and quantities in the real world







Identifying informal & preIdentifying informal & pre--formal formal 

representationsrepresentations



From: Math in Context. 

Comparing Quantities.

Britannica.



Identifying informal & preIdentifying informal & pre--formal formal 

representationsrepresentations

• Drawing from personal and professional 

experiences with the math topic

• Review of their instructional resources• Review of their instructional resources

• Opportunities for teachers to solve and discuss 

math problems (at their own level) and reflect on 

the strategies they used





Over the past several decades we have 
witnessed a consistency in the research 
narrative describing how students 
encounter, make sense of, and structure 
contexts that can be mathematized

RME (1971 +) … 

CGI (1983 +) … 

Math in the City (1995 +) … Cobb et al (90s)

Math in Context (1995 +)…

Clements & Sarama (mid 90s +).. Fuson et al (90s +)

Rasmussen and colleagues (2000+)



And we have also been gifted with a 
wealth of ideas -- the models, tools and 
strategies that could be introduced to 
students to support their reasoning in a students to support their reasoning in a 
way that honors student sense making 



Constraints? Challenges?Constraints? Challenges?

• Reduced Opportunities for Teacher 
Learning (OTL) and access to research

• Reduced OTL through collaboration• Reduced OTL through collaboration

• District and school level curricular policy 
that constrains teacher flexibility



Designing PD and classrooms that Designing PD and classrooms that 

support teacherssupport teachers--asas--designersdesigners

• To what degree are teachers invited to  critique 
and adapt trajectories in current materials?

• …participate in design of trajectories? • …participate in design of trajectories? 

• To what degree does our professional 
development engage teachers in instructional 
(re)design and new mathematical learning?



BPEME

SystemsEq

BPEME Learning LinesBPEME Learning Lines



www.educationaldesigner.orgwww.educationaldesigner.org

Issue 2Issue 2Issue 2Issue 2



Progressive Progressive (Schematization)(Schematization)



Horizontal



Diagonal



• Suggestions and recommendations  

– Planning integrates learning line and 

assessment

– Opportunities for teacher design– Opportunities for teacher design

– Partnerships between researchers and 

teachers



Learning trajectoriesLearning trajectories

• Opportunity to promote new understandings

– Focus: student responses, representations, and 

strategies 

• Activities that motivate new commitments?

– Do teachers have the freedom to critique and 

adapt instructional materials?

• Design work that informs classroom practice

– Basis for formative assessment link



What is a learning trajectory?What is a learning trajectory?



Questions?Questions?

Nederland Panel


